
Every line of work contains its own
particular patois, its series of code words
and phrases. Knowing them is important.
If you’re sailing and say, “Pick up the
rope on the left side,” you’ve exposed
yourself as a novice. True salts would say,
“Pick up the line on the port side.”

So it is with court appearances, and
while judges try to keep it together when
counsel mangle their words, you will
make a better impression if you know how
to say things. In fact, certain sentences
and clauses, if strategically employed, will
impress us. Here are some examples.

Don’t say this
“With all due respect.” This preposi-

tional phrase constitutes the third rail of
courtroom rhetoric. It means the oppo-
site. To say those words is to call the
judge a moron, to imply that you have
no respect for the judge whatsoever. We
know that; you should know that. More
important, there is no percentage in
telling judges they’re stupid. Do you real-
ly expect these words will convince a
judge to rule in your favor? If you take

away anything from this article, take away
this: never say, “with all due respect.”
       “If you had read my papers…” This
means, “Judge you haven’t read my
papers. The preposition ‘if ’ doesn’t soften
the blow at all. What you are doing is
accusing judges of not having done their
job. The vast majority of bench officers
take their work seriously. Think of it this
way: Why would we want to take the bench
without having read your briefs? We admit
this has occurred a handful of times, and
when it has, we felt embarrassed, our
ignorance exposed. We’d rather know
what the case is about, and quite frankly,
it’s more fun when we do, because then we
can have an intellectual discussion with
counsel. It’s altogether possible that we
misread something or skipped a footnote
that contains your strongest case (in which
case, why is it in a footnote?) You can sug-
gest that happened in a diplomatic way.
Example: “Your honor, may I call your
attention to footnote 87 on page 14 in
which we cite the case of Putin v. Stalin…”)

“I need to make my record.” You are
making your record through the entire

hearing. Every word that’s said becomes
part of the record. This phrase accom-
plishes nothing more than signaling the
judge that you want to filibuster and per-
haps make arguments that you should
have made in your briefs. And if you
didn’t order a court reporter, you’re not
making a record at all, because nobody
is preserving your words.
       Telling opposing counsel, “You
never said/You never did/You’re lying…”
Statements like this are inappropriate
for two reasons. First, attorneys must
talk to the court during arguments, not
opposing counsel. Second, this sort of
accusation is unprofessional. It lacks
civility. Remember the Appendix to the
Los Angeles Rules of Court, which
incorporates the Los Angeles County
Bar Association’s Rules of Civility.
Civility gets you a long way not only
with the Court but in your relationship
with opposing counsel.
       Don’t ask for a mile. The American
Bar Association has on its web site a very
important admonition from a judge pro
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tem in the Orleans Parish Civil District
Court. It reads, in pertinent part, “Do not
ask for more than what has been ruled by
the court. Resist the urge to include sim-
ple words like ‘with prejudice,’ ‘without
prejudice,’ or voluntarily award yourself
attorneys’ fees and court costs in a judg-
ment. If you didn’t specifically address
the issue with the judge, don’t assume
that it is okay to ask for extra relief just
because you think it’s important. The
court record serves numerous purposes,
including protecting litigants from selfish
or last-minute requests. Make a list of all
relief sought from the court and make
sure it is put on the record in open court.
This will protect your client, the judge,
and your reputation.” 
       Legalisms: A number of words may
sound appropriate on their face, but they
don’t help, and in some situations, they
harm. Examples of such jargon include
“but for,” “whereas,” “assuming arguen-
do,” “aforementioned,” and “heretofore.”
Phrases like “the subject note” and “party
of the first part” are also suspect.
       “Merely,” “Clearly,” and “Totally.” –
Stay away from these adverbs. They add
next to nothing to your arguments.
Avoid them in your speech and also in
your briefs. Judges consider them empty
fluff. Equally unpersuasive are words
like “egregious,” “malicious,” “wicked,”
and “willful,” and – well, you get the
idea.
       Ask simple questions: Don’t say “What
did the person do with respect to the 
operation and control of the motor vehi-
cle?” It’s better to ask the simple ques-
tion, like “How was the person driving?”

Do say this 

“Good morning, Your Honor.” There’s
no need to elaborate. This is a civilized
way to start any hearing.

“May I be heard?” There are ways to
impress us. One of the best can be used
midway through an argument. If you
sense that the judge is getting ready to
rule but you need to make an important
point, ask, “May I be heard about” and
then describe the subject. Rare is the
judge who will say no to such a polite 
request.

“Would you please take the matter under
submission?” If at the end you don’t think
you’re winning, and if the issue is compli-
cated, and you think the judge has
missed something important in your
papers, there is nothing wrong in asking
the judge to consider the matter further
before ruling. If you ask, focus the
request. E.g., ask the judge to take anoth-
er look at pages x through z of your brief
and particularly the one or two cases you
think are dispositive. 

“I know that Stalin v. Putin held against
me, but let me distinguish its facts.” This is a
decent prelude to your argument, some-
thing that will make the judge sit back
and listen to what you have to say.

Use plain English. Everyone should
read United States v. Marshall (9th Cir.
1973) 488 F.2d 1169, 1171 n.1. The
Ninth Circuit roundly criticized the
phraseology so many law enforcement
agents use in court. Make sure your wit-
nesses don’t testify like these people did:

“The agents involved speak an
almost impenetrable jargon. They do not
get into their cars; they enter official gov-
ernment vehicles. They do not get out of
or leave their cars, they exit them. They
do not go somewhere; they proceed.
They do not go to a particular place;
they proceed to its vicinity. They do not
watch or look; they surveille. They never
see anything; they observe it. No one
tells them anything; they are advised. A
person does not tell them his name; he
identifies himself. A person does not say
something; he indicates. They do not 
listen to a telephone conversation; they
monitor it. People telephoning to each
other do not say ‘hello’; they exchange
greetings. An agent does not hand
money to an informer to make a buy; he
advances previously recorded official gov-
ernment funds. To an agent, a list of seri-
al numbers does not list serial numbers,
it depicts Federal Reserve Notes. An
agent does not say what an exhibit is; he
says that it purports to be. The agents
preface answers to simple and direct
questions with ‘to my knowledge.’ They
cannot describe a conversation by saying
‘he said’ and ‘I said’; they speak in con-
clusions. Sometimes it takes the com-
bined efforts of counsel and the judge to

get them to state who said what. Under
cross-examination, they seem unable to
give a direct answer to a question; they 
either spout conclusions or do not under-
stand. This often gives the prosecutor,
under the guise of an objection, an
opportunity to suggest an answer, which
is then obligingly given.”

“Thank you, Your Honor.” You may not
be thankful at all, but this is a polite way
of ending a hearing. You may have lost;
you may even have been sanctioned; but
it’s still professional to say these words 
before you leave (not stomp out of) the
courtroom.
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